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As interest in this centuries-old craft grows and cider-brewers continue to emerge across the world, we are proud to 
give cider a category all its own. With the increased use of dry-farmed fruit and heirloom varieties, the beauty of not 

only the apple but the pear as well we find expression in both our Apple-Centric and Flavored & Fortified 
subcategories.

St andards

In order  t o be eligible for  a Culinary Her it age Award, cider  ent r ies m ust  m eet  t he follow ing st andards:

- Made in the producers region and produced with traditional methods and/or traditional recipes.
- Made with ingredients that are grown or produced with practices that promote resource conservation and 

minimize synthetic inputs, including herbicides, pesticides, fungicides or fertilizers
- Made with fruit and other ingredients that are grown locally and with respect to seasonality as a top priority.
- Free of artificial ingredients, including colors, flavors and preservatives.
- Does not use fruit juice concentrates as a primary source of fermentable sugar (may not exceed 25%).
- Made by a producer that demonstrates a commitment to relationships with suppliers and customers in order 

to support and promote sustainability.
- Made by a producer that is an upstanding member of the Culinary Heritage community, committed to 

traditions, equity, inclusion, and justice in all levels of their business.

Subcat egor ies

Addit ionally, cider  ent r ies m ust  f i t  w it h in one of  t he follow ing subcat egor ies:

- Unadult erat ed Ciders:Ciders made to showcase everything the apple can do when fermented, without the 
addition of prominent flavoring agents. Chaptalized ciders can be included here, but those made with sugars 
that have a significant impact on flavor should be entered into the Spiced & Hopped category.

- Unadult erat ed Per ry:Perries made to showcase everything the pear can do when fermented, without the 
addition of prominent flavoring agents. Apple-based ciders with added pear should be entered into the Fruited 
category.

- Wood-Aged:Ciders and perries aged or fermented in barrels or on wood to take on significant barrel/wood 
character or the flavor of the barrel?s previous contents as a key flavor component. Please specify the 
barrel/wood type with your submission.

- Fruit ed:Ciders and perries made with added non-apple/pear fruits. Apple-based ciders with added pear and 
pear-based drinks with added apples should also be entered here.

- Spiced, Hopped & Ot her  Flavored:Ciders and perries made with spices, hops, herbs, or sugars with significant 
flavor contributions (such as maple syrup or honey).

- For t if ied & Ice Ciders:Ciders and perries fortified with spirits, pommeaux, and ice ciders.
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